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Combating Insider Threats 
 
Dark Reading: 8 Surprising Statistics About Insider Threats 

• Even though insider threat events are typically much more infrequent than external attacks, 

they usually pose a much higher severity of risk for organizations when they do happen.  

• Insiders need access to sensitive intellectual property and systems to do their jobs. As a 

result, when they accidentally break policy or choose to steal, their actions stand to do a 
tremendous amount of damage to a business.  

• 69% of enterprise security executives reported experiencing an attempted theft or 

corruption of data by insiders during the last 12 months. 

• 62% of business users report that they have access to company data that they probably 
should not see. 

• 43% of businesses need a month or longer to detect employees accessing files or emails 
they're not authorized to see.  

• Nearly one third of organizations still have no capability to prevent or deter an insider 

incident or attack. 

• 62% involved employees looking to establish a second stream of income off their 
employers' sensitive data. 

• 29% stole information on the way out the door to help future endeavors. 

• 9% were saboteurs. 

 
Using Digital Forensics to Combat Insider Threats 

• LBMC Information Security has leveraged digital forensics to determine and detail insider 
threats. 

o Expert witness testimony 
o More than half of civil litigation matters we work 

• LBMC Information Security has seen it all. 

o Commercial spyware 
o USB drives 
o Cloud storage 

o Email and text messaging 
o Printing 
o Financial fraud 
o Destroying systems 

• It’s difficult to find a threat that can create the same level of damage. 

• An employee who steals this information to take to the competitor for which he will soon 
be working, or uses it to start his own competing business, could cause devastating effects 



on our future success. Yet stealing digitally stored, business-critical information has never 
been easier (and most of it is stored digitally these days). 

• What types of data are at risk? 
o Research/Engineering Data 
o Product Designs 

o Classified Information 
o “Secrets” 
o Financial Information 
o Customer and Contact Lists 

o Strategies and Pricing Information 

• All this valuable information is created and stored on computers. 

• Even though computers have made information theft easier, most people don't realize that 

the digital trail also provides the ability for forensic investigators to more easily determine 
and prove the theft. 

• For today's enterprises, digital forensics is extremely valuable, if not essential, in situations 

involving intellectual property and trade secret theft. 

• Without an extensive forensic analysis, you are likely blind to these essential details. The 
technologies analyzed in these investigations can involve laptops, desktops, servers, 

network equipment, and GPS devices, and we can no longer discard the value of mobile 
devices, even when they are employee- (perpetrator-) owned. 

 
Takeaways 

• Limit the access to sensitive information to a “need-to-know” basis. 

• Understand the value of digital forensics, and know when to use it. 

• Be cautious about handling the analysis internally due to expertise. 
 
Bill Dean is a Senior Manager at LBMC Information Security. While involved in various aspects of 

LBMC’s security services, he is also the practice lead for the organization’s incident response, 
forensics, and litigation support practice. 
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